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Statement 
 

The Corporate HR and H&S departments in each of the companies and facto-

ries that make up Windar renovables, is aware of the importance of the H&S of 

its workers and that of those who work on our behalf or for us in any way, 

which is why we undertake to establish as a Policy, some golden rules within 

all areas and processes of the company. 

 

For the company, compliance with these rules is a commitment and a challen-

ge. The fundamental objec*ve that we must convey to our clients, employees, 

suppliers, subcontractors and other interested par*es of the company 

 

 

Health and Safety rules 
 

1. Go to work in perfect condition, always being alert to communicate any incident that affects the H&S both per-

sonal, equipment and facilities. 

2. Ensure personal H&S, as well as that of colleagues and third parties who are in the installation. 

3. Respect at all times the rules for handling loads and never remain under suspended loads, or in areas of influ-

ence thereof. 

4. Make sure that all the lifting aids used for lifting loads are in good condition and are suitable for the work to be 

carried out. 

5. Avoid unnecessary efforts, using available mechanical means. When its use is not possible, ask for help from 

colleagues. 

6. Do not deactivate or modify the safety devices of machines, equipment and tools, also ensuring that no one 

does it. 

7. Always use the means of eye and face protection regardless of the duration of the tasks to be carried out. 

8. I will use the means of prevention and protection against falls in all the works that require it. 

9. Use hearing protection as a preventive measure when exposed to noise. 

10. Contribute to the Order and Cleanliness, as well as, with the segregation of the waste that is generated, comply-

ing with the obligations assigned to the job and the environmental environment where it is carried out. 

11. Respect the safety regula*ons and signs. Correctly use the Personal Protec*ve Equipment specific to each job. If 

in doubt, consult your direct manager.  
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STOP 

We empowers you to stop work if you 

feel unsafe, are unsure of the  safe working 

condi*ons or iden*fy an unsafe act. 

The persons in charge should allow you to 

use the Stop the Job uthority, not provide 

nega*ve feedback using it and implement 

the required correc*ve ac*ons to solve it. 

the job 

authority  

Regardless your position 

Unsafe? 


